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CONTACT: For more information, call 888-NEOPOST. Or, circle 
Neopost on the Reader Service Card. 

§ Pitney Bowes Inc. 

CATEGORY: Inserter Mailing Systems 

PRODUCT: Full range ofmailing systems from tabletop inserter solu
tions to high-speed, high-productivity inserter solutions for high-vol
ume production mail applications 

COMPANY: Pitney Bowes, World Headquarters, Stamford, CT 
06926-0700. Phone: 800-672-6937. 

TABLETOP INSERTING SYSTEMS: Pitney Bowes Inserting Sys
tems bring a new level of productivity to mail processing operations. 
By folding and inserting material over 20 times faster than by hand, us
ers can get their mail out the door quickly -- and their receivables and 
responses back faster. 

DI200 OFFICERIGHT INSERTER: Folding and inserting by hand 
is a tedious and time-consuming task. At 15 pieces per minute, the 

DI200 OfficeRight Inserter will save 4 
to 6 hours every thousand pieces of 
correspondence produced time 
which can be better spent in core busi
ness activities. Designed for the casual 
operator, the DI200 OfficeRight 
Inserter is the only plug and play in
seliing system on the market. Its 
easy-to-use control panel makes pro
ducing mail a simple push of the button 
operation. Fold and insert up to 2 

DI200 OfficeRight Inserter sheets with an insert to produce impor
tant business correspondence such as 

invoices, statements, or employee commWlications, including payroll. 

DI380 OFFICERIGHT INSERTING SYSTEM: The D1380 Office
Right Inserting System is built for flexible perfonnance in the office 

environment of mid-volume 
mailers. Configurable to cus
tomers' needs, it folds and in
serts up to 12 times faster than 
by hand. This system gets the 
mail out the door quicker, thus 
enabling improved customer 
communications. It's a great so
lution for common applications 
such as bills or statements, direct 
mail and reply envelopes. With 

D1380 OjJiceRight Inserter the DI380 Inserter Series, users 
get a seamless mailing process. 

Collating, folding and inserting are automated. Bills and statements go 
out promptly. Optical Mark Recognition (OMR) helps to ensure that 
customers receive the correct marketing and financial documents. 
When used with a DM Series digital mailing system, inserting and 
mailing are integrated. This powerful combination brings benefits that 
flow through to the rest of one's business, yielding uninterrupted time 
to develop new business oppoliunities. 

DI425 FASTPAC INSERTING SYSTEM: The DI425 FastPac is a 

Inserter Mailing Systems 

great solution for customers that require a high-speed system, or have 
occasional large mailings. Itis capable of handling up to 30,000 pieces 
per month, runs at a speed of3,500 pieces per hour and offers OMR as 
an optional feature with PB FIRST for a complete solution. The DI425 
targets mid-to-high volume customers. It's also the best solution for 
common applications, such as bills or statements, direct mail, and reply 
envelopes, and variable length mailings with OMR. Furthermore, it's 
great for customers where time is a critical factor for their jobs. With 
the DI425 Inselier Series, you get a seamless mailing process. Col
lating, folding and inserting are automated. Bills and statements go out 
promptly. Optical Mark Recognition (OMR) helps to ensure that cus
tomers receive tbe correct marketing and financial documents. When 
used with a DM Series digital mailing system, inserting and mailing are 
integrated. This powerful combination brings benefits that flow 
through to the rest of one' s business, providing unintelTIlpted time to 
develop new business opportunities. 

DI500 FASTPAC INSERTING SYSTEM: The DI500 is a very effi
cient system with superior throughput that's easy to use. It allows busi

nesses to produce pro
fessional mailings while re
ducing costs at the same 
time. The DI500 will in
crease the effectiveness of 
mail by enhancing the im
pact ofoutgoing mail and re
ducing costs. The state-of
the-art PacPilot user inter
face offers easy setup and 
job switching, limiting the 
need for training and maxi

Pitney Bowes DISOO Inserting System mizing workforce flexibil
ity. With superior loading 

capacity in the envelope, sheet and insert feeders, throughput and 
uptime are increased significantly. FastPac Inserting Systems now in
tegrate to DM Series mailing systems for in-line metering needs. 

DI600 FASTPAC INSERTING SYSTEM: The DI600 is an auto
mated folding and inserting system that is easy to use, flexible, and can 
be customized to meet a business' needs. It provides an efficient plat
form for maximizing mailing opportunities with advanced personal
ized applications. This system excels at maximizing targeted and direct 
mailings opportunities -- and also advanced invoicing and informa
tional mailings. These applications demand more feeders for additional 
pieces and/or selective feeding options. The ease-of-use, speed and 
high capacity allows a business to accurately produce high-quality mail 
in large volumes and in deadline driven situations. FastPac Inserting 
Systems now integrate to DM Series mailing systems for in-line meter
ing needs. 

DI900 F ASTPAC INSERTING SYSTEM: The DI900 system offers 
enhanced functionality and features to address most high-end tabletop 
folding and inserting needs. It has a modem look and sleek design to fit 
the needs ofmost mid- and large-sized businesses and mail centers, en
abling more system functionality with a smaller footprint. Technology 
advances in the DI900 include a Tower Feeder that will hold up to 4 in
terchangeable feeders and an optional High Capacity Sheet Feeder with 
two trays that will hold up to 1,000 sheets each. Both the Tower Feeder 
and the High Capacity Sheet Feeder integrate the latest scanning tech
nology to process both simple and complexjobs with two trays that will 
hold up to 1,000 sheets each. Both the Tower Feeder and the High Ca-
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DI900 FASTPAC Inserting System 
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pacity Sheet Feeder integrate 
the latest scanning technology 
to process both simple and com
plex jobs with a high degree of 
integrity. This inserter is smart, 
reliable, and easy to use. 

DI900/950 INTEGRATED 
DOCUMENT PRINTING 
SOLUTION: Optimize the 
MailStream with the DI900/950 
Integrated Document Printing 
Solution (IDP). With optional 

PB First software and 
mailing machine inter
face, users will be able to 
create, format, print, 
fold, insert, and meter 
jobs in one seamless pro
cess. With Process Veri
fication software, users 
will be able to track the 
disposition of each mail DI9001950 Integrated Document Printing 

Solution run down to the piece 
level. This high degree 

ofdata integrity is achieved by assigning a unique ID to each mail piece 
that the !DP system uses for tracking purposes. This output is in black 
and white and produces up to 50 ppm simplex, 20 ppm duplex. 

DI950 FASTPAC INSERTING SYSTEM: The premium model in 
the Pitney Bowes Tabletop Inse11er line, the DI950 is designed specifi
cally to meet the high-end demands of mailers with a wide variety of 
applications. It has a modem and sleek design to fit the needs of most 
mid- and large-sized businesses and mail centers, enabling more sys
tem functionality with a smaller footprint. Technological advances in 
the DI950 include a Tower Feeder that will hold up to 4 interchange
able feed trays and a dedicated High Capacity Envelope Feeder that 
will make less complex jobs run significantly faster. Optional High Ca
pacity Sheet Feeders offer the ultimate in added production and capac
ity. Both the Tower Feeder and the High Capacity Sheet Feeder 
integrate the latest scanning technology to process both simple and 
complex jobs with a high degree of integrity . 

DI950E UNIVERSAL FEEDER SOLUTION: This solution incor
porates an enhanced DI950 base unit, a new feeder, an optional high
capacity loader and advanced scanning. The DI950 Universal Feeder 
delivers high speed and capacity, flexible scanning and enhanced book
let feeding capabilities. This new system will provide faster accumula
tion of sheet sets, increasing productivity by up to 50%; increase sheet 
capacity to 4,500 letter size sheets with the high capacity loader; ex
pand the range of available jobs by feeding a larger variety of material 
including booklets and inse11s up to 4mm (.16 inches) thick. Enhance
ments to the DI950 base unit allow for the reliable processing of a 
wider range of material. This base will also support increased volume 
up to 200 thousand mail pieces per month. Although the scanning capa
bilities of the DI950e are flexible, the Universal Feeder's standard and 
custom scanning options further enhance the .capabi lities of the system. 
This allows it to run a wide variety ofscanning jobs including ones with 
longer codes, and wider fields. As with any advanced applications it is 
extremely important to ensure seamless integration with customer ap
plications. The system installation process validates that each job is 
thoroughly reviewed and tested by a Pitney Bowes solutions analyst re

suIting in the highest level of customer satisfaction. 

DI2000 INSERTER: The DI2000 Inserting System was launched in 
the U.S. Mailing channel in Q 1 2012 by Pitney Bowes. It is based on 

the proven technology 
platform of the Productiv
ity Series. The DI2000 is 
targeted for high-volume 
accounts with Letters 
and/or Flats applications, 
production environments 
with strict SLAs and com
plex inserting require
ments. The newest · PB 

DI2000 Inserting System 
addition has a very small 

footprint when compared to production-level models, appealing to or
ganizations with high monthly volumes and limited space. The DI2000 
modular design also provides users with a dynamic inserting solution 
that can satisfy virtually any customer's changing business require
ments. The DI2000 can process up to 10,000 letters per hour, 8,000 per 
hour flats. It 's equipped with a 25 ,000 k!hr sheet feeder, up to four 
high-capacity friction feeders that handle a wide range of materi
als. The DI2000 also generates a series of reports for job validation and 
productivity analysis. 

HIGH-VOLUME PRODUCTION INSERTERS: Pitney Bowes can 
help mailers create a production mail environment that will help them 
create and produce important customer communications with un
matched productivity and mailpiece quality. With Pitney Bowes ' end
to-end offerings of systems and software, including printstream engi
neering, transactional print, file-based processing, automatic reprint 
capability and output monitoring technologies, Pitney Bowes helps us
ers integrate print and mail for greater operational performance. Pitney 
Bowes offers an extended range of inserters with speeds ranging from 
10,000 to 26,000 mailpieces per hour. These high-productivity inserters 
are engineered to excel at high-volume mail applications ranging from 
highly flexible configurations to highly-productive dedicated systems. 
Each inserter can accommodate all existing coding symbologies and 
scanning options. 

MAILSTREAM WRAPPER PRODUCTIVITY SERIES: Built on 
the industry-proven Mailstream Productivity Series platform, the. 

Mailstream Wrapper Pro
ductivity Series system 
combines Pitney Bowes' ex
peJ1ise in high-speed mail 
finishing solutions, software 
solutions, and service with 
an innovative wrap technol
ogy to help high-volume 
print and mail operations 
achieve significant cost sav
ings and operational im
provements requiring little 
to no application or work

flow changes. This new mail finishing solution includes innovations 
specifically designed to maintain the highest levels of integrity, system 
uptime, and productivity while processing variable page documents at 
speeds of up to 26,000 pieces per hour. Uniquely engineered to be 
retrofitted to existing Pitney Bowes Mailstream Productivity Series 
systems, this flexible solution can also process pre-printed wrap mate
rial or print variable content in-line after completion of the mailpiece. 

Pitney Bowes j}lailstream Wrapper 
Productivity Series 
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Pitney Bowes Mailstream Productivity Series 

Pitlley Bowes Mailstream Evolutioll Illserting System 

MAILSTREAM PRODUCTIVITY SERIES: Pitney Bowes' 
mailstream Productivity Series is a family of scalable, intelligent high
speed mail finishing systems that redefines non-stop performance. Ca
pable of processing up to 26,000 mailpieces per hour, this indus
try-proven platform combines innovation, intelligen,ce and speed to 
deliver unmatched productivity, operational savings and flexibility. 
Achieve significant operational savings and the highest levels of pro
ductivity with high-capacity hoppers, real-time servo motion control 
and easy operator setup features even through demanding peak produc
tion periods, The Advanced Direct Connect software platfonn provides 
end-to-end intelligent piece tracking and tight error control ensuring 
the highest levels ofproductivity and mailpiece integlity. Designed for 
high-volume mail operations, the mailstream Productivity Series pro
vides a high level of application flexibility on a single system without 
having to compromise productivity or integrity. 

MAILSTREAM EVOLUTION INSERTING SYSTEM: The 
Mailstream Evolution inserting system comes with consistent and pre
dictable performance, simplicity of use, integrity and reporting, built 
right in, Based on the highly reliable Pitney Bowes FPS Split Drive In
serting System, which has more than 1,500 installations worldwide, the 
Mailstream Evolution incorporates several upgrades that provide 
greater flexibility, productivity and integrity. These upgrades include 
integrated No Changeover capabilities that reduce the time required to 
change from letters to flats , and seamless integration to output manage
ment and automated document factory capabilities for accelerated job 
changeover, job reconciliation, envelope fll1ishing, and more. 

-- Whether users have high or low page counts, cutsheet or continuous 
applications, Pitney Bowes can help them design a system that meets 
their exact business needs with the highest possible productivity. The 
servo powered system runs letter and flats on the same platfonn at 
speeds up to 14,000 mailpiece per hour for #10 letters and up to 9,000 
mailpieces per hour for flats. 

--Achieve the fastest job changeover in the industry with automated job 
setup, linescan cameras which read all symbologies anywhere on the 
input document, and material handling options that can rotate, flip or 
turn your collation. 

Inserter Mailing Systems 


--Engineered for consistent high-performance operation, the 
Mailstream Evolution Inserting System's motion control system con
trols , detects, corrects, slows down and/or accelerates variable thick
ness materials to achieve the best possible tlu'oughput. This superior 
paper-handling helps increase uptime and substantially extends the in
tervals between regularly scheduled preventative maintenance. 

--The Mailstream Evolution inserter is built on world-class Direct Con
nect inserter technology, providing optimum control with virtually any 
existing code technology. If managers need to accept jobs which don't 
have the necessary barcodes, Pitney Bowes' PII Wizard software can 
add the identification items needed to help account for every mailpiece, 
including the contents. 

RIVAL PRODUCTIVITY SERIES INSERTING SYSTEM: The 
Rival Productivity Series Inserting system delivers high-performance 

capabilities in a small 
footplint design, easy
to-use platform to 
help users process a 
wider range of mail
ing applications each 
and every day, and 
still achieve SLA's 
during peak process
ing periods. Built onPitlley Bowes Rival Productivity Series 
the proven ProductivInserting System 
ity Series inserting 

platfOlm, this solution provides the flexibility and modularity that can 
grow along with users ' business, allowing them to automate more of 
their mailing needs to create professional, high-quality customer com
munications. Confidently meet and exceed operational goals with the 
ability to process letters at up to 12,000 pieces per hour and flats at up to 
9,000 pieces per hour. 

FLOWMASTER RS FLEX INSERTING SYSTEM: The Flow
Master RS Flex system provides mailers with the superior flexibility 
and perfolmance needed to increase revenues and operational savings 
while reducing overall cost per mailpiece. This unique platform, with 
interchangeable servo-driven rotary and friction feeders, processes a 
wide-range of applications and insert materials allowing mailers to ex
pandtheir services to process the most simple and complex jobs, With 
the ability to process flats at up to 12,000 pieces per hour and letters up 
to 16,000 pieces per hour, the FlowMaster RS Flex inserter delivers the 
consistent, reliable productivity required to meet the most demanding 
SLAs. Selective sealing reduces machine stoppages and simplifying 
mailpiece repai.r increasing overall operational efficiency. Optimize 
operations with the platform that delivers application flexibility, 
greater operator productivity, reduced stoppages and consistent 
high-speed productivity. 

DIRECT CONNECT: Users can now raise mail processing quality, in
tegrity, variety and productivity with a powerful control system. Direct Con
nect has a top-down interface that is easy for operators to use. Easily store 
and recall a common application set-up to help with continuity and high per
formance during periods ofpeak demand or employee twnover. Proven in a 
wide variety of applications -- everything from direct mail to transactional 
statements -- Direct Connect PC-based control offers a number of features 
that are typically associated with h.igh-end platforms including: 

-- Interactive automated application and job management 

-- Unified, integrated sub-system control and monitoring with built-in 
diagnostics 
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-- Multiple language support for operators 

-- Optimum control of mailpiece assembly with virtually any existing 
code technology 

-- Diverse, accurate dual web input and collation control 

-- Critical records produced for each specific mailpiece processed 

ADVANCED DIRECT CONNECT: Advanced Direct Connect is the 
premier solution for mailers that are ready to upgrade to complete 
file-based control, and the extensive value it provides: 1) Increased job 
and mail piece integrity; 2) Enhanced equipment performance and in
teglity across networked machines: 3) Ability to add the optimum num
ber of inserts to a mailpiece without exceeding desired postage; 4) 
Complex merging and automatic resynchronization; 5) Automatic scan 
en'or recovery to maintain throughput with marginal scan code quality; 
6) Enables automated reprinting of outsorted or damaged mail pieces; 
7) Real-time operations data for job and piece tracking; 8) Automated 
last-minute changes and pulls by account number. This system also 
contains the convenient features of both Basic and Prime Direct Con
nect, such as centralized and multi-lingual touch screen control, stored 
job modes, built-in diagnostics, feeder alel1s, job cJealing, scanning 
flexibility, job configurability and collation logs. 

Input Modules: 

HIGH PRODUCTIVITY INPUTS: The High Productivity Input 
(HPI) line is servo-powered 
and processes high page
count applications at high 
speeds. HPI inputs allow 
Pitney Bowes high-speed 
insel1ers to consistently de
liver increased throughput,III 
 productivity and mail piece 
integrity for high page-count 

Pitney Bowes High Productivity Input applications. Speed degra
-- Cut Sheet dation is a thing of the past. 

Pitney Bowes high-speed 
cutter -- the HPI-72C -- pro
cesses up to 72,000 sheets 
per hour. Additional HPI of
ferings include the HPI-50C 
cutter and HPI-50S sheet 
feeder, both of which can 
process up to 50,000 sheets 
per hour. 

HPI-72K PINLESS OR 

Pitney Bowes High Producitivty Input PINFED CUTTER: Pitney 
__ Pin/ess Bowes HPI-72K is the only 

high-speed cutter that deliv
ers a new performance edge with increased throughput, productivity 
and mail piece integrity for high page count applications. Its new capa
bility to run pinless paper -- in addition to its current pinfed option -
make it the most flexible cutter in the world. The HPI-72K is servo 
powered to process flat or folded mail up to 72,000 sheets per hour. Its 
patented true double cut technology processes odd-page count accumu
lations without the throughput degradation typica.lly associated with 
high page count applications. Mail center managers can benefit from. 
cost and material savings with the pinJess cutter by eliminating up to 1" 
of paper on rolls and continuous forms. Users can achieve substantial 
savings by reducing paper tonnage expenses up to I 0 percent and drive 

down waste management costs. 


ADVANCED PRODUCTIVITY INPUTS: Pitney Bowes Advanced 

Productivity Inputs (API) offer speed, integrity and flexibility to process 

lower page count applications and are customized to production mailers' 

productivity goals. They offer rapid changeover between jobs with modu

lar "roll away" design; flexibility to process roll, fan-fold and cut sheet; 

support for virtually all scanning symbologies, and maximum productivity 

by merging multiple print streams. 


API-SOC: As a highly flexible input with a cutter at its base, the 

API-SOC runs up to 50,000 sheets an hour. The input can process con
tinuous web paper from a roll or fan-folded matelial, and a web control 
module minimjzes web breakage as a result ofmoving continuous form 
matelial at high speeds. Users can also merge multiple, separate print 
streams into a single paper path. Print streams can be either I-up, 2-up 
and cut sheet and still be merged together. 

API-36S: A high-speed sheet feeder capable ofprocessing up to 36,000 
sheets per hour. The extended 4,500-sheet capacity of the feeder miru
mizes frequent loading. A uniquely patented page separator device as
sists in ensUling that only a single page is fed at a time. With the 
addition of key downstream modules, the API-36S can accommodate a 
second paper path for merging two print streams and can be configured 
for either flats or folded applications. 

API-UNWINDER: The API-Unwinder is a roll input solution. It is inte
grated with Pitney Bowes Direct Connect to improve productivity, job 
quality and provide operators with a single point interface for easy opera
tion. The API-Unwinder is a core-driven system for precise control over 
roll acceleration and deceleration ofstarts and stops. Its gear-driven core 
minimizes the risk of damaging imaged paper due to consistent paper 
control, regardless of roll size. There is no contact with the paper, there
fore it eliminates the possibility of smearing spot, full color and sensitive 
black and white plinted applications. The API-Unwinder can process pin 
or pinless applications. It can replace any competitive roll input. 

OTHER INPUT OPTIONS: In cases where speed is not a critical is
sue, Pitney Bowes provides a number of other modular inputs. These 
inputs provide a high degree of flexibility, cutting from continuous 
form, feeding single sheets from a sheet feeder or bursting from contin
uous form at optimum speeds for the designated application. 

NO CHANGEOVER MODULE: This innovative solution signifi
cantly reduces system downtime due to input setup when switching be
tween letter and flats processing. This servo controlled module rotates 
the materials to whatever orientation is needed for the job to be prop
erly inserted into the envelope allowing documents to be loaded and fed 
identically for both letter and flats processing. The option to rotate an 
application is part of the job setup parameters and is automatically set 
when tbe operator selects the job through the user interface. By simpli
fying this changeover process, mailers now have the flexibility to eas
ily process more applications thereby increasing system utilization. 

TWlST-NO-TWlST MODULE: The Twist-no-Twist (TnT) module 
gives users the flexibility to process any application by flipping 
foldedlletter, h'i-fold or and half fold applications. It eliminates print 
orientation challenges that typically limit the number and types of ap
plications that run on an inserter. Now face-up or face-down, roll, cut 
sheet or continuous form can be processed on one high-speed insel1er 
platform at speeds up to 22,000 collations per hour -- and there is no 
need for costly print stream changes. Mailers can improve workload 
balance between inserters while processing more applications to help 
increase productivity and ensure SLAs are met. The TnT is available on 
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the new APS Edge and FPS Split Drive inselting systems. 

iSITE VISION SOLUTIONS, INPUT SCANNING: Pitney Bowes 
iSite Vision allows for a total scan of documents as they run on one or 
more inputs to improve overall operational efficiency. This solution re
duces job change complexity with simplified set up and no required 
mechanical adjustments. The one time setup yields maximum through
put and operator productivity. The vision solution can scan one or more 
regions of interest on the document and reads all symbology types in
cluding OMR, OCR, 2D BCR, Intelligent Mail barcode and logos. 

MAILSTREAM MERGING MODULE: The Mailstream Merging 
Module is a compact and high-speed input that feeds 3.5" to 6" docu
ments at speeds up to 82,000 per hour on the mail stream Productivity 
Series MPS inserting system. The module can merge all possible print 
streams including fonns and matching control documents. Mailers can 
process pinfed or pinless roll applications without speed degradation. 
Additionally, the Mailstream Merging module offers customers the 
ability to take their digitally printed enclosures right to the inselter to 
cut and merge them at speed. The module can also be used for other 
applications that do not require merging. The Mailstream Merging 
module helps customer streamline their processes and reduce opera
tional costs. The module is a B2B marketing enabler with infinite in
sert options. Mailers are no longer bound by the number for rotary or 
friction feeders on their chassis. This ultimately eliminates scrapping 
costs and reduces manual labor requirements. The Mailstream 
Merging module offers high-speed flexibility to add various length 
documents to applications with ease. Input uptime is further maxi
mized with on-board diagnostic tools. 

FLEXIBLE DUAL ACCUMULATOR: Process a variety of docu
ment sizes on the FPS Split Drive Inserting System with ' the new 
Flexible Dual Accumulator. This module uses servo technology to 
collate documents sets at high speeds with minimal manual inter
vention. The Flexible Dual Accumulator can process documents 
from 4" to 17", supporting a greater range of applications and allow 
for new or niche jobs. CI1angeover is simplified and can be done 
on site without specialized assistance. 

TRIM & VAC PLUS: Pitney Bowes' new waste management system 
improves workcell efficiency. Built with an integrated waste buffer, the 
new Trim and Vac PLUS lets operators change the waste receptacle 
without stopping production for maximum productivity. Additionally, 
paper waste is chopped to its smallest possible size maximizing recepta
cle volume with the integrated heavy duty chopper. The Trim and Vac 
PLUS is designed to keep production mail environment cleaner by sub
stantially reducing paper dust. The new integrated industrial and over
sized filter helps to reduce overall down time associated withpaper dust. 

RELlA-VOTE MAIL ELECTION SOLUTIONS: Pitney Bowes' 
Relia-Vote Mail Balloting solution is a comprehensive, end-to-end solu
tion for election administrators processing vote-by-mail ballots. Pitney 
Bowes' suite of solutions can help election officials with both their out
bound and inbound ballot processes, including mail ballot address prepa
ration, inserting and tracking (outbound), and signature capture, precinct 
sorting and automatic signature verification (inbound), and auditing of 
mail ballots with a comprehensive suite of repOlts. Relia-Vote allows us
ers to maintain the integrity of their cllrrent election process and inte
grates with their existing voter registration system. 

FMI CUT SHEET FEEDER: Increase revenues by adding high-mar
gin , high-volume transactional mail processing capabilities to the oper
ation through the integration of the Pitney Bowes Cut Sheet Feeder to a 
Pitney Bowes FlowMaster RS Flex Inserting System. Based on an in-
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dustry-proven Pitney Bowes design, this high-speed cut sheet feeder is 
capable of processing up to 36,000 sheets per hour ensuring maximum 
productivity for variable page applications. The extended 4,500 sheet 
capacity increases operator efficiency and system uptime and supports 
all scanning symbologies. This input is designed for self-maintenance 
operations and can also be integrated to existing FlowMaster systems. 

OUTPUT OPTIONS: Pitney Bowes offers a complete selection of 
output options to quickly and efficiently complete production mail 
runs, without intenlJpting the production mailstream while taking ad
vantage of postal worksharing discounts. 

PRIVACY GUARD MODULE: Pitney Bowes Privacy Guard Mod
ule is the final check point to achieve zero defect mail. This is the indus
try's only mailpiece security solution that protects every customer's 
confidentiality and conimunication integrity by validating the contents 
of each finished mailpiece -- even at speeds up to 26,000 letters per 
hour. Privacy Guard integrates Intelligent Motion Control with Pitney 
Bowes Direct Conneclcontrol system. This enables the inserter to track 
each mail piece, measure its thickness and validate the results in real 
time against pre-established limits. Before each job nms, the operator 
sets up thickness specifications at the control system. If the module 
finds a mailpiece out of specification -- either too thick or too thin -- it is 
diverted for manual inspection with no intenlJption to the inserting pro
cess. Adding Privacy Guard to one's Pitney Bowes inserter ensures 
perfect mail beyond the standard Service Level Agreement (SLA). It 
drives efficiency and security throughout one's mailing operation and 
produces high integrity mail to Six Sigma standards. Exclusively of
fered by Pitney Bowes, the Privacy Guard module is available on the 
mailstream Productivity Series, FPS Split Drive inserting systems. It 
can also be integrated to existing APS Advanced Productivity Series 
inserting systems. 

iSITE VISION SOLUTIONS: Pitney Bowes iSite Vision Solutions III 
helps you gain application flexibility, increase productivity and integ
rity to stay internally competitive. This module scans each mailpiece 
after it is assembled to ensure the address has not been masked and ver
ify that the right envelope stock is used. It can also validate the presence 
of a logo, graphic, permit, indicia and/or the Intelligent Mail barcode. 
isite Output scanning is an ideal solution for sequence check output 
verification . Further more, the vision solution requires a one-time step 
for multiple applications to simplify and accelerate job changeover. 

OUTPUT ROTATE MODULE: The new Output Rotate Module is a 
great option for processing flats mail on the FPS Split Drive Inserting 
System. The module turns finished flats mail 90 degree prior to apply
ing postage to ensure proper address placement and compliance with 
USPS standard mail requirements. Maintain integrity for all jobs by 
eliminating manual processes or offline processes. Users gain applica
tion flexibility with the FPS inserter and can turn the module off to pro
cess all other types of flat or folded mail. 

ON-EDGE STACKER: This high-capacity output module helps us
ers double operator productivity by stacking envelopes upright to 
maximize space and further reduce unloading time. Operators can 
easily transfer ZIP code breaks directly from the conveyor to mail 
trays or bags. 

AUTO TRAYER: The Auto Trayer module provides automatic mail 
tray loading capability, eliminating the need for today's operator inten
sive manual process. It is uniquely designed to work in conjunction 
with the Pitney Bowes On Edge Stacker by feeding finished envelopes 
from the stacker into mail trays. Delivering maximum flexibility, the 
Auto Trayer can be easily configured for auto traying or standard belt 
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stacking, depending on application requirements. The Auto Trayer can 
be configured for full tray mode, fill by count, or intelligent tray break, 
depending on mail sequencing requirements. This time and la
bor-saving module provides another value-added capability in improv
ing operational efficiency while reducing operator fatigue. 

WEIGH-ON-THE-FLY AUTOMATED WEIGHING SYSTEM: 
The Weigh-on-the-fly Automated Weighing System provides a plat

form for in-line weighing so 
users do not need to break 
their production runs into 
separate weight classes. This 
system, which exclusively 
works with Pitney Bowes 
DC-based systems, automat
icaUy weighs each mail piece 
as it passes over the scale 
without interrupting the pro
cessing stream, placing the 
correct postage amount on 
each piece. Users can accu
rately deal with mixed mail 

sizes of checks and lundy strips in detelmining the correct postage. 

TOTAL WEIGH / PRIORITIZED SELECTION: Allows in-line 
processing of mixed weight mail and imprinting the exact postage. Al
lows the reduction ofcollation size, in priority order, to fit into the near
est postage break. The electronic inserter can be programmed to com
bine statements/checks with promotional inserts matched to different 
markets, determined by account balances or ZIP codes. The system can 
even remove inserts to prevent putting an envelope into a higher post
age rate, if that is desirable. The Weigh-On-The-Fly Automated 
Weighing System can improve productivity. 

SELECTIVE METERING: Selective Metering is designed for 
high-speed transaction mail processing. Through either Weigh-On-The
Fly or Total Weigh, each mailpiece is directed to a selected meter that 
has been preset to print the exact postage needed for that weight break. 

Digital Metering for Production Mail Inserter Systems: 

DM INFINITY SERIES DIGITAL MAILING SYSTEM: The OM 
Infinity Series is a USPS-approved high-speed digital metering solu
tion for the production mail environment, metering mail up to 26,000 
mail pieces per hour. Everything about the OM Infinity Series Digital 
Mailing System is designed to make high-volume mailings more pow
erful, productive and profitable than ever before. The OM Infmity can 
lower postage costs for mixed-weight mail with Weigh-On-The-Fly, in
crease throughput by 5-20% with faster speeds and fewer jams, reduce 
return mail costs through improved print quality, enable easier postage 
reconciliation due to fewer outsorts, reprints and stoppages, and reduce 
maintenance requirements up to 66% with an innovative, reliable com
ponent design, compared to the R 150. The OM Infmity can process 
mixed weight mail on a single meter utilizing Reset-on-the-Fly technol
ogy and enables a shorter footprint on new Pitney Bowes inselier sys
tems. It is easy to use and offers plug and play replacement for 
production mailers existing R150/6500 meters. The Infinity's patented 
dual print heads and ink caliridges provide virtually non-stop printing 
and a "no mess" environment. 1t also offers the ability to print ad slogans, 
images and postal inscriptions on the indicia, which can help readability 
rates and support marketing efforts: The OM Infmity is the flISt meter to 
print a black indicia that is crisp and easy to read, and the patented, 
fast-drying ink will not smudge at the highest processing speeds. 

I 

Weigh-On-The-Fly Automated 
Weighing System 

PRINT+ MESSENGER COLOR Il\'KJET SYSTEM: The Pitney 
Bowes Print+ Messenger Color Inkjet System provides full-color enve

lope printing capability on 
high-speed inseliing sys
tems. With the innovative 
Print+ Messenger System, 
users can add colorful 
data-driven messages, 
postal barcodes, addresses 
and relevant marketing of
fers to the outside of an en
velope to make the 
mailpiece more relevant. 
Print and mail operations 
can increase operational ef
ficiency by using white en
velope stock to eliminate 
pre-printed envelope stor

Secap SIlOOO 

Print+ Messenger Color Inkjet System age, improve inventory 
management, merge jobs 

and increase postal density for greater postal discounts. 

CONTACT: For more infOlmation, call 800-672-6937. Or, circle 
Pitney Bowes on the Reader Service Card. 

§ Secap 

CATEGORY: Inserter Mailing Systems 

PRODUCT: Secap 2520, 2600 and 3200 Folder Inserter Product Line 

COMPANY: Secap, 10 Clipper Road, West Conshohocken, PA 
19428-2721. Phone: 800-523-0320 or 610-825-6205. 

DESCRIPTION: Secap offers a wide range of folding and inserting 
systems to satisfy users' mailing needs. from compact, desktop folders 
and inserters to high-production tabletop equipment for professional 
mailers. 

SECAP SIlOOO: An ideal 
desktop solution to automate 
the routine office task of 
folding, inserting and seal
ing outgoing mail with the 
simple push ofa button. This 
office automation product 
was designed to help compa
nies work smarter, not 
harder. Whether it is pro
cessing invoices, statements, 
paychecks, or direct market
ing materials, the SIl 000 
can help companies beat 
deadlines, speed cash flow 
and improve response time. 

Capable of running at speeds up to 900 one-page inserted mailpieces per 
hour. Configurations are available in a single or double tray configuration 
to handle most routine office mailings. 

SECAP SI3300: The Secap SI3300 is an automatic tabletop folder/ 
inserter system. The SI3300 is available in two configurations, one 
sheet feeder and one insert feeder or two sheet feeders and one insert 
feeder. The SI3300 offers users three automation solutions in one space 
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